ALL HANDS ON DECK!

A LOVELY REMINDER ABOUT ‘HANGING OUT’ IN THE CLUBHOUSE

Please help by keeping your indoor and
outdoor parkade spot clean, and oil drip free.
Trailers, lawn chairs, bicycles, boxes, etc. are
not to be left in the parking spots.
If you notice an oil drip occurring in your spot
please do not put cardboard down, it looks
shabby. The proper remedy is of course to
fix the source of the drip but if a temporarily
a remedy is required to contain any vehicle
fluids please use an aesthetically appealing
and proper oil drip pan, so when you leave
your parking spot what remains does not look
unsightly or trashy, for your fellow residents.
If oil does drip, automatic dishwasher
detergent can help to remove the stain.
It is very difficult to remove indoors (from
cement), and almost impossible to remove
outdoors (from asphalt).
When you sweep your indoor parking spot,
please use the ECO FRIENDLY sweeping
compound that is supplied in the vacuum
station, by the brooms and dustpan. The
compound will help you to do a better job,
and keep the dust from diffusing into the
vehicles of your neighboring stalls! Any dirt
swept up with the compound can be safely
disposed of in the garbage bin.

WE’RE AIMING FOR CLEAR AIR THIS
SUMMER AT WINTERRA!
No smoking in the building or on property is
permitted. This is a divisive issue and some
of our residents who moved in back when the
building permitted smoking are upset about the
change, but the change is an official one and
we all have to respect the non-smoking bylaw,
now. When this bylaw is not adhered to the
smoke smell and air can drift into neighboring
living spaces and get pulled into the buildings
venting system, this causes downstream
aggravation. Thank you to all our residents
and their guests who enjoy smoking who now
respect the clean air ideals, and refrain from
smoking while on the property!

FITNESS AREA & OUR RESIDENTS
UNDER 14 YEARS
The fitness area, is for residents over 14 years
unless they are accompanied by an adult. If your
children are with you while you are working out,
please keep them busy while you are working out.
In the fitness area there is potential for previously
unseen dangers to arise, and we want everyone to
have an enjoyable experience when participating
in our fitness area.

All residents are welcome in the clubhouse. This reminder is directed at our teenagers hanging
out in the clubhouse specifically, please remember to clean up after yourselves, and realize that
the clubhouse area is for relaxing and enjoying some extra (not usually busy) space. Please be
responsible, use your manners when our senior residents are coming in and out of the clubhouse
as well as be mindful of the type of language you are using and conversation’s you are having
with your friends. Let’s all remember to default to keeping our clubhouse blinds closed to help
avoid sun fading to our fitness equipment, and overheating the clubhouse.

BE AN AWESOME NEIGHBOR AND PET OWNER
The courtyard and grassy area behind the clubhouse is not for pets, to do their business! Those
areas are ideally for kids, teens, and family fun! Set up a volleyball net, toss a frisbee or football,
use the grass and have confidence that the outside fun zone’s are going to be useful and well
kept by our grounds crew from Picture Perfect Landscaping!
If you have a medium sized or big dog, please use the stairs when entering or exiting the
building. Some people are scared of dogs, and for them to be cooped up in an elevator even for a
small time, can be nerve wracking, dogs can sense that fear and may become protective. Keep
your puppy’s tail wagging and take him or her in and out of the building through the stairwell
instead of the elevator!
Always clean up after your pets, and please do all you can to avoid your pet doing their business
below the windows of our ground floor residents! The nice summer breeze takes on a sour smell
when it blows into a unit unexpectedly.

BE A TEAM PLAYER - FROM THE
OUTSIDE IN!
Please keep your deck compliant with strata bylaws.
Enforcement of strata bylaws related to deck
appearance has occurred this year, and as a result we
had over 15 units in contravention! Hanging plants,
bicycles, propane tanks, tires, and improperly covered
balcony views create potential safety hazards. Let’s
all get our decks looking amazing and the place to be
enjoying this summer! TIP: Want to try to get the hard
water spots off the glass in your balcony view - try
wiping the glass with a dryer sheet!
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Winterra

Whisperer
Welcome to Summer Living at
Winterra at the Lakes

Funny Thought:
Q: What did the baby corn say to the mommy corn?
A: Where’s POPCORN?!

THANKS FOR BEING IN
TUNE WITH THE WINTERRA
COMMUNITY VISION, AND FOR
CHOSING WINTERRA AS YOUR
HOME, THIS SUMMER!

Winterra

Seasonal Quote:
“Everybody is a genius. But if you judge a fish by its ability to
climb a tree, it will live it’s whole life believing it is stupid.”
-Albert Einstein

Fun Fact:
Peaches and nectarines are the exact same fruit. Nectarines
just have a recessive gene that keeps them from being fuzzy!

